directions of propagation and two polarizations. In recent years, chiral materials have been increasingly studied and there is a growing literature covering both their applications and the theoretical investigation of their properties. It will be noticed that the works dealing with wave phenomena in chiral materials have been mainly concerned with the study of timeharmonic waves which lead to frequency domain studies (Lakhtakia et al., 1989 ; ). I n t h i s c h a p t e r , t h e i d e a o f s t a n d a r d s p a c e s i s u s e d t o d e a l w i t h t h e M a x w e l l ' s electromagnetic equation . By this method, the classical Maxwell's equation under the geometric presentation can be transformed into the eigen Maxwell's equation under the physical presentation. The former is in the form of vector and the latter is in the form of scalar. Through inducing the modal constitutive equations of complex media, such as anisotropic media, bi-anisotropic media, lossy media, dissipative media, and chiral media, a set of modal equations of electromagnetic waves for all of those media are obtained, each of which shows the existence of electromagnetic sub-waves, meanwhile its propagation velocity, propagation direction, polarization direction and space pattern can be completely determined by the modal equations.This chapter will make introductions of the eigen theory to reader in details. Several novel theoretical results were discussed in the different parts of this chapter.
Standard spaces of electromagnetic media
In anisotropic electromagnetic media, the dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability are tensors instead of scalars. The constitutive relations are expressed as follows
Rewriting Eq.(1) in form of scalar, we have ,
== ε µ
ii jj ii jj
DE B H
where the dielectric permittivity matrix ε and the magnetic permeability matrix µ are usually symmetric ones, and the elements of the matrixes have a close relationship with the selection of reference coordinate. Suppose that if the reference coordinates is selected along principal axis of electrically or magnetically anisotropic media, the elements at non-diagonal of these matrixes turn to be zero. Therefore, equations (1) and (2) are called the constitutive equations of electromagnetic media under the geometric presentation. Now we intend to get rid of effects of geometric coordinate on the constitutive equations, and establish a set of coordinate-independent constitutive equations of electromagnetic media under physical presentation. For this purpose, we solve the following problems of eigen-value of matrixes. are respectively eigen electric vector and eigen magnetic vector, which show the electrically principal direction and magnetically principal direction of anisotropic media, and are all coordinate-dependent. We call these vectors as standard spaces. Thus, the matrix www.intechopen.com of dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability can be spectrally decomposed as follows
These are the electromagnetic physical qualities under the physical presentation. Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (1) respectively, and using Eqs.(5) and (6) yield
The above equations are just the modal constitutive equations in the form of scalar.
Eigen expression of Maxwell's equation
The classical Maxwell's equations in passive region can be written as
Now we rewrite the equations in the form of matrix as follows 
or
www.intechopen.com 
In another way, substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eqs. (13) and (15) , respectively, we have
Rewriting the above in indicial notation, we get
where, 
Electromagnetic waves in anisotropic media

Electrically anisotropic media
In anisotropic dielectrics, the dielectric permittivity is a tensor, while the magnetic permeability is a scalar. So Eqs. (18) and (19) can be written as follows
Substituting Eqs. (4) - (6) into Eqs. (25) and (26), we have
where
is defined as the eigen matrix of electromagnetic operators under the standard spaces. We can note from Appendix A that it is a diagonal matrix. Thus Eqs. (27) and (28) 
Eqs. (29) and (30) are the modal equations of electromagnetic waves in anisotropic dielectrics.
Magnetically anisotropic media
In anisotropic magnetics, the magnetic permeability is a tensor, while the dielectric permittivity is a scalar. So Eqs. (18) and (19) can be written as follows
Substituting Eqs. (4) - (6) into Eqs. (31) and (32), we have
is defined as the eigen matrix of electromagnetic operators under the standard spaces. We can also note from Appendix A that it is a diagonal matrix. Thus Eqs. (33) and (34) 
where ξ is the matrix of magneto-electric parameter, and a symmetric one.
Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) 
Rewriting the above in indicial notation, we get ** *
Eqs. (43) and (44) are just the modal constitutive equations for bi-anisotropic media.
Eigen equations of electromagnetic waves in bi-anisotropic media
Substituting Eqs. (43) and (44) into Eqs. (23) and (24), respectively, we have
From them, we can get
The above can also be written as the standard form of waves
where,
i is the electromagnetic operator. Eqs. (49) and (50) are just equations of electric field and magnetic field for bi-anisotropic media.
Applications 5.3.1 Bi-isotropic media
The constitutive equations of bi-isotropic media are the following 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 0 0 00 00
The eigen values and eigen vectors of those matrix are the following
We can see from the above equations that there is only one eigen-space in isotropic medium, which is a triple-degenerate one, and the space structure is the following
Then the eigen-qualities and eigen-operators of bi-isotropic medium are respectively shown as belows ( ) *T 23
So, the equation of electromagnetic wave in bi-isotropic medium becomes
the velocity of electromagnetic wave is
Dzyaloshinskii's bi-anisotropic media
Dzyaloshinskii's constitutive equations of bi-anisotropic media are the following 00 00 00 00 00 00
100 010 001
We can see from the above equations that there are two eigen-spaces in Dzyaloshinskii's bianisotropic medium, in which one is a binary-degenerate one, the space structure is the following
Then the eigen-qualities and eigen-operators of Dzyaloshinskii's bi-anisotropic medium are respectively shown as belows 
It is seen both from bi-isotropic media and Dzyaloshinskii's bi-anisotropic medium that the electromagnetic waves in bi-anisotropic medium will go faster duo to the bi-coupling between electric field and magnetic one.
Electromagnetic waves in lossy media
The constitutive equation of lossy media
The constitutive equation of lossy media is the following
It is equivalent to the following differential constitutive equation
Eq.(73) can be written as
Using Eq.(5), the above becomes
According to Appendix B and Eq.(77), we have
Rewriting the above in indicial notation, we get ( )
Eq.(79) is just the modal constitutive equations for lossy media.
www.intechopen.com
Eigen equations of electromagnetic waves in lossy media
Substituting Eqs. (10) and (79) 
Applications
In this section, we discuss the propagation laws of electromagnetic waves in an isotropic lossy medium. The material tensors in Eqs. (1) and (72) are represented by the following matrices 
00 00 00
The 
We can see from the above equations that there is only one eigen-space in an isotropic lossy medium, which is a triple-degenerate one, and the space structure is the following. Then the eigen-qualities and eigen-operators of an isotropic lossy media are respectively shown as follows ( ) 
Then, the solutions of electromagnetic waves are the following
It is an attenuated sub-waves.
Electromagnetic waves in dispersive media
The constitutive equation of dispersive media
Eqs. (109) and (110) are just equations of electric field and magnetic field for general dispersive media.
Applications
In this section, we discuss the propagation laws of electromagnetic waves in an one-order dispersive medium. The material tensors in Eqs. (101) and (102) 
11 00 00 00
The eigen values and eigen vectors of those matrix are the following [ ] 
We can see from the above equations that there is only one eigen-space in isotropic oneorder dispersive medium, which is a triple-degenerate one, and the space structure is the following
,, 
Then, the solutions of electromagnetic waves are
Electromagnetic waves in chiral media
The constitutive equation of chiral media
The constitutive equations of chiral media are the following
where χ is the matrix of chirality parameter, and a symmtric one.
Eqs. (130) and (131) are just the modal constitutive equations for anisotropic chiral media.
Eigen equations of electromagnetic waves in chiral media
Substituting Eqs. (130) and (131) into Eqs. (23) and (24), respectively, we have 
Applications
In this section, we discuss the propagation laws of electromagnetic waves in an isotropic chiral medium. The material tensors in Eqs.(124) and (125) are represented by the following matrices 
00 00 
,, Then the eigen-qualities and eigen-operators of isotropic chiral medium are respectively shown as follows ( ) 
From them, we can get 2 39 2
Then, the solution of electromagnetic waves is the following 
It is seen that there only exists an electromagnetic sub-wave in opposite direction.
3. when 
No electromagnetic sub-waves exist now.
Conclusion
In this chapter, we construct the standard spaces under the physical presentation by solving the eigen-value problem of the matrixes of dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability, in which we get the eigen dielectric permittivity and eigen magnetic permeability, and the corresponding eigen vectors. The former are coordinate-independent and the latter are coordinate-dependent. Because the eigen vectors show the principal directions of electromagnetic media, they can be used as the standard spaces. Based on the spaces, we get the modal equations of electromagnetic waves for anisotropic media, bianisotropic media, dispersive medium and chiral medium, respectively, by converting the classical Maxwell's vector equation to the eigen Maxwell's scalar equation, each of which shows the existence of an electromagnetic sub-wave, and its propagation velocity, propagation direction, polarization direction and space pattern are completely determined in the equations. Several novel results are obtained for anisotropic media. For example, there is only one kind of electromagnetic wave in isotropic crystal, which is identical with the classical result; there are two kinds of electromagnetic waves in uniaxial crystal; three kinds of electromagnetic waves in biaxial crystal and three kinds of distorted www.intechopen.com electromagnetic waves in monoclinic crystal. Also for bi-anisotropic media, there exist two electromagnetic waves in Dzyaloshinskii's bi-anisotropic media, and the electromagnetic waves in bi-anisotropic medium will go faster duo to the bi-coupling between electric field and magnetic one. For isotropic dispersive medium, the electromagnetic wave is an attenuated sub-waves. And for chiral medium, there exist different propagating states of electromagnetivc waves in different frequency band, for example, in low frequency band, the electromagnetic waves are composed of two attenuated sub-waves, in high frequency band, there only exists an electromagnetic sub-wave in opposite direction, and in the critical point, no electromagnetic can propagate. All of these new theoretical results need to be proved by experiments in the future. It is seen that the right side above is a diagonal matrix, which shows that the electromagnetic operators matrix can also be spectrally decomposed in standard spaces, then we get [ ] 
Appendix A: Proof of the eigenmode of electromagnetic operator matrix
